Training Plus
WHAT IS IT?
It is common for clients to come to our InSource training classes (for Wonderware or other vendor products or Six Sigma
Certifications, for example) to prepare to accomplish a specific project. They’ve been given a task to accomplish by a
certain date – pretty typical, right?
Then they come to the training class for the product or methodology they plan to use and get a wealth of information –
which you would expect. Sometimes it is difficult to be able to connect all those new learnings to the project they’re about
to take on. What’s first, second, etc. What parts of the new learnings is relevant to my project? How do I avoid wasting half of
my available time experimenting on how to do my project?
We understand – that’s why we created the InSource Training Plus program.
Training Plus is an extension of classroom training where your instructor focuses on applying the product configuration or
methodology techniques you learned in class on your project.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
Training Plus is an extension of classroom training. It is not intended to be a development engagement for an
application on the client’s system, nor is it a substitute for formal classroom training. But it will help you quickly apply
what you’ve learned.
The engaged trainer will enable you to “drive” your system to view and create samples of content related to the training
and your project.
An example: You have a goal to design a new window and associated functionality for a new process recently added to your
site. You are familiar with classic InTouch, but this is your first opportunity to work with the System Platform. After sitting
through the System Platform class, you would like help creating 1) An ArchestrA graphic that represents the new process,
2) Getting started with building the process model inside System Platform, 3) Getting an idea of how to do alarming and
historization inside the platform.
The trainer’s responsibility is to outline the steps required, then, where appropriate, tie that back into labs covered in
training. The trainer may help the you design an example, such as a script, object, or window. The trainer doesn’t take
ownership of the development work; rather they should be considered as a guide and provider of knowledge.

COST
Training Plus is offered in 4 hour blocks at a price of $600 per block. There is no expiration date on the execution of each
Training Plus block.
Clients may order the Training Plus option, which is typically ordered in combination with an upcoming training class, by
contacting our training coordinator.

Training Plus
DELIVERY
Our Services manager will coordinate the delivery of the program. Training plus consultations are intended to be over a
remote video conference (WebEx, etc.). On-site delivery is possible (additional fees based on client location may apply).

TO GET STARTED
For more information or to schedule a Training Plus engagement, contact your InSource
Account Executive at 804.378.8981 or at www.insource.solutions

